As these people are already slightly shifted,
very little is needed to make them shift even
more, which makes them very vulnerable
and sensitive to nuisance, especially during
emotional stress. They are in energy patterns
which are not easily released, related to the
experiences of early childhood or adolescence.
Conflicts between the parents during this
period are often the cause of this sensitivity.
They also reflect an internal conflict between
the male and female. Working to release this
emotion (memory in the body) is essential in
order to regain alignment.
The vertical plane is also the « way of life ».
Thus, shifted people often miss what they
should live for or focus on in order to progress
in their existence. The denial of the incarnation
-always saying: life is too hard, life is suffering and taking escape in mental illusions, to avoid
or control emotions are typical of misalignment
of that axis.
A big shock like the loss of a loved one or an
accident can create a permanent shift in the
whole length. By putting back in alignment the
vertical axis using our hands, we can maintain
it sustainably and prevent the person from
remaining « à côté de ses pompes » - literally « beside themselves ». The correction
changes the inner perceptions and even has
a bearing on events (events change because
the person has changed their bioenergetic
profile).

Horizontal plane too high

Lateral plane shifted
backward from upper body

Permanent offset of the diagonal axis
We still need to consider the diagonal axis
shift or offset to the left or right. In general,
the cause here is physical, often a serious illness (cancer, autoimmune disease, etc.). Or
the origin may lie in the more subtle planes,
frequently linked to an entity that’s big enough
to be a systemic parasite to the vital field and
the chakras. Shifted or offset diagonal axes
have different symptoms: heavy legs, nausea,
general ill-being, headaches, anxiety, dizziness, various pains on one side. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to permanently fix the axis of these
people.

Lateral plane shifted
backward from lower body
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When the axis is displaced downward:
-

Poor relationship with the mother or earth
difficulty to incarnate
hard life, everything is complicated
little contact with nature
escapist/ tends to flee reality
uprooted, lack of feeling rooted
often this is an inherited condition
feeling displaced and not at home anywhere

When the axis is displaced upward:
-

too mental
head and heart are in disagreement
head and body are in disagreement
agitated by unsorted thoughts
wants to control everything

When the axis is displaced along the entire
height:
-

too sensitive
emotionally unstable
quickly destabilized psychologically
fears and anxieties
misses what is good for him/her
has suffered emotional shocks

When the diagonal axes are displaced:
- serious illness
- possessed by an entity
- significant psychological issues
- « beside themselves »
- subject to vertigo, balance problems
- clumsy, maladroit
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Resistance to shifts
The energetic body does not like to be displaced, it will do everything to restore the alignment and centering. When there is a momentary misalignment, which may decrease over
time, the body attempts to minimize the impact
of etheric disturbance. That can include a
complete correction without mental involvement or intervention. Allowing relaxed intuition to

adjust your axes and their alignments increases the
subtlety and sensitivity of perception.

The vital field reacts to new stimuli, to eventually get used to it. We are sensitive to changes
in energy and new information that enters our
field. If you hold a rock crystal, your plane
immediately rises by twenty centimeters. But
with this crystal on you all day, the plane eventually goes down to the navel. We get used
to what we wear, all these « gris-gris » - (protection amulets), eventually no longer have
any effect when we wear them continuously,
without conscience. The ideal is to integrate
their information in order not to be dependent
on them.
Everyone can deal with displaced axes and
misalignments within certain limits. According
to one’s bioenergetic profile and axial mobility,
axes which exceed these limits cause problems. If for any reason these limits are crossed,
there will be significant physical consequences
such as loss of balance, blurred vision, heart
disease, loss of consciousness, etc.
The vital field and axial offsets are generally
proportional to physical disturbance (a linear
correlation), but for very high values, the etheric or aura energy field reaction becomes less
and eventually reaches a limit value. Extreme
values were tested and observed 10 cm below
the feet, 30 cm above the head for the horizontal plane, 25 cm left to the vertical plane, 25 cm
behind the lateral plane.
Some products such as the Rescue remedy
(a mixture of Bach flowers) help to re-center/
realign the axes after emotional disturbance.
Reaction of the vital field

ena, we found many discrepancies. If the vital
field reacts, it has a reason to do so. Take for
example a product the body does not appreciate. Immediately the vital field decreases
as if the body wanted to keep or concentrate
energy, to protect itself against it. When someone is sick, the vital field reacts exactly the
same way: the energy is reinforced around the
organs that are doing poorly, thus kept within
rather than being dispersed outside. Moreover,
it also influences the behavior of the patient
who tends to stay inside, even under the duvet
(blanket). The terms « reclusive » or « radiant » express a subtle aspect of the human
being, due to compression or expansion of the
vital field.
Molecular Chirality and vertical axis
The human body, like any living being, is composed solely of molecules of type L (L = levorotation or counterclockwise). This means these
molecules diluted in water polarize a beam
of light into left-handed helicity. Molecules
form life from the way they propagate light,
and not just from the shape of the molecule
(the molecules turn neither left neither right).
However, the geometry of L molecules is different from D molecules (D = dextrorotation or
clockwise). An L molecule is the mirror image
of a D molecule, as are our two hands. This
phenomenon is called « chirality ». This asymmetry implies that the information captured by
the body creates more shift or displacement of
the vertical plane towards the left than towards
right. If we place a product with L molecules
on a person’s chest, the vertical axis does not
move. However, if the product is composed of
D molecules, it shifts to the left. We have done
enough blind tests to say that D substances
always shift the axis to the left, as they are not
compatible with the chemistry of the human
body. If one consumes D molecules, the body
will reject them. Almost all synthetic products
(vitamins, medicines, plastics) are composed
of as many D as L molecules (as opposed to
naturally grown materials which will have the more
life affirming dominance of L chiral molecules).

By measuring thousands of different phenom33

The body uses up inappropriate energy to
eliminate D molecules. However, in a natural
product, created by biology, the molecules
are bound to be of type L. A natural vitamin is
twice as effective as synthetic vitamin largely
for this reason. For analogous reasons of disagreeing handedness or chirality (technically: an
enantiomorphism), whenever something does

not suit the body, the vertical plane is shifted
to the left. As the vital field is related to the
offsets or deflections of the vertical axis, this
implies lower or even negative bioenergetic
values, from synthetic products or even foods
sprayed with chemicals (fertilizers, pesticides,
fungicides)...

Conversely, other factors may disrupt this flow:
the masses of different densities, pipes, voids,
flow of underground water, etc. When we measure geophysical anomalies with equipment
such as geomagnetometer, we find proportion
between the disruption of the vital field and the
physical values measured. The composition of
the sub-soil (rock and land type, humidity, etc.)
has indeed an influence on human beings but
it is the non-homogeneity of the sub-soil that
causes health problems for those who sleep
or live in line with these underground-disturbed
areas. (In the same way that the voltage created
between different metals can cause pain in your
teeth).

Electromagnetic fields and vertical axis

The emotional and the vertical axis

The natural electromagnetic fields which the
human being has been immersed in since
primeval Earth do not seem to create a particular shift. The atmosphere seems to filter
what could affect us, at least until measurable
limits. However, it is not the same with artificial
fields created by humans. Almost all artificial
fields shift the vertical axis to the left except the
direct (DC) fields. Alternating (AC) fields shift
the axis a little, pulsed fields (square waves) a
lot. We cannot explain it but, by analogy with
our inner feelings or perceptions, we conclude
that if the artificial electromagnetic fields shift
to the left and decrease the vital field it is
because they are harmful to living organisms.

Each time we are disturbed by so-called
« negative » emotions, we notice that the vital
field decreases and the vertical axis (of the
vital field) is shifted to the left. The issue is not
so much to do with the position of the heart,
but certainly with a biochemical or quantum
(field) phenomenon. When someone radiates
a negative emotion, this emotion may not be
so easily measurable in itself, but will influence
the people around. This effect is measurable
through electrical and biochemical reactions.

(Dan: square wave harmonic series and most
synthetic power sources are opposite to phase
conjugate and therefore life denying by preventing
efficient or fractal charge distribution.)

Subsoil geomagnetic disturbances and the
vertical axis
Each time the energies of sub-soil are disturbed by a fault or a discontinuity, the effect is
felt on the surface by a shift of the human vertical axis of the aura to the left and a decrease
in the vital field.
A homogeneous sub-soil has a stratigraphy
made of nominally regular layers in thickness, with no change of materials in a single
layer and no cracks or gaps between layers.
The homogeneity of the sub-soil ensures a
steady flow (of charge) from bottom to top.
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A person who expresses anger may, by resonance, awaken latent anger in us. From that
moment, our vital field decreases and the vertical axis shifts to the left. It is our anger that
becomes measurable by its effect on the vital
field. Fear and anger engendered by guilt and
frustration are the main emotions that temporarily disrupt or sometimes damage the vital
field for a long time.
« Being aware of the world »
Substances, electromagnetic fields, pollution
of the subsoil and emotions are the four main
types of etheric field nuisances. Even if we do
not know why the vital field and its axis vary
constantly to inform the body, by measuring
these changes, we bring to consciousness
what the body picks up subconsciously. It is a
way of becoming more aware of this relationship with the world and more autonomous in
our life choices.

Symbolism of the horizontal plane

Exercise

If the vertical plane represents what we like
and dislike, the horizontal plane represents
the vibrational aspect of the world. Through
DNA (piezoelectric braiding), we capture different electromagnetic frequencies and sounds,
which will then affect our internal chemistry.
This is also true at subtler levels. Vibrations are
captured by the chakras in specific frequency
spectra. Chakras in the upper body will pick up
the highest vibrations and the lower chakras
the lowest frequencies, like the low harmonics
felt in the belly. High-pitched sounds are felt
most in the head. Everything that is « low »
will act mainly on the chakras 1 to 3 and cause
a reduction in the horizontal plane below the
navel. In contrast, what is « high » vibration
will elevate this horizontal plane.

The purpose of this exercise is to make you
feel how the body recognizes a vibration. If you
want to experiment with electromagnetic colors, get yourself a blindfold for the eyes, color
filters (colored plastic transparencies) and a
powerful flashlight. If you prefer to work only
in the etheric, you do not need this equipment.
For this exercise, it takes two, one projecting
the color and the other guessing, eyes closed.
Stand blindfolded if you use the lamp and filters, or simply close your eyes. The other person chooses a filter, and tells you the color and
then shines this color onto you, with the light
source about 2 meters from you. Feel for your
horizontal plane with your left hand. Repeat
with 2 or 4 different colors so you can calibrate
yourself. Without filter or lamp, ask the other
person to imagine a color and project it toward
you with the palm of his/her hand. You will see
that the color changes your horizontal plane
downward in response to the orange-red and
upward responding to the blue-violet. Once
you are calibrated, try testing a series of 5 colors in a row. As always, this type of exercise
helps you to relax into a more sensitive feeling
mode rather than a purely mental analyzing.
Just feel your axis. Often the first trial (first
impulse) is good. Try to do one scan from top
to bottom fairly quickly; it is more effective than
going too slowly. With practice, you will see the
first scan helps locate the approximate height
and then a second slower scan, can find the
axis with precision. If your mind interferes, you
will begin to doubt and be confused, and thus
inaccurately finding your plane at several different places. If the proposed color is blue and
you think it’s green, then you’ll find « green ».
If the results become inconsistent, rest and
start again.

By measuring the height of this horizontal
plane of the vital field, we use our energetic
body as a vibration tuner. This works both
physically and in terms more subtle. On page
37, you will find the corresponding symbolism
indicated by the offsets or deflection in the
horizontal plane. This has useful application
for interpreting the way personal and collective
memories are inscribed in us. If we believe that
heaven and the angels are upstairs and Hell
and the demons at the bottom, then, looking
at a drawing of an angel, our horizontal plane
is going to rise, whereas if we focus on Hell
it goes down. This collective transpersonal
memory is so imbued in us that it largely predetermines our mental patterns, which elevate
or lower our very being.
Use of these axes in geobiology
In geobiology, this system is very convenient
to find cosmotelluric and geologic phenomena
without resorting to any other means (rods or
measuring instruments). Anything that is « cosmic » raises the horizontal plane; all that is
« telluric » lowers it. Geological disturbances,
coming from the ground, trigger the lower
chakras to activate and thus preserve the individual energetically and correspondingly lower
the horizontal plane.
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Spatio-temporal symbolism of the vital field
In Paris, one day, there was an exhibition on
abyssal creatures. On the poster was a fish
from a deep seabed, particularly scary. We all
noticed by watching it, our vital field vertical
axis shifting more or less to the left, depending
on the sensitivity of each one. This experience raised some questions, especially on the
notions of beauty and ugliness. Why do we
consider this creature as ugly yet find beautiful
a butterfly? If we consider all living creatures
as perfect, why this judgment?
In seeking a little more in that direction, I found
that the judgment (beautiful vs. ugly) depends
on the mental images, associated with personal experience and collective memory. Is the
ugliness that scares us, and the fear that goes
with it caused only by the mind? If this fear is
registered at the cellular level, in the depths
of the body, placing a picture of an abyssal
creature on the chest would then cause similar
reactions as the view of the picture with the
eyes.
« Negative » Symbols
I have therefore correlated evidence for a correspondence between the bioenergetic reactions and the symbolic:
Negative symbols shift the horizontal plane
downward, the vertical to the left and make
sub-layers denser. These symbols:
-

come from the depths (under sea or Earth)
are regarded as ugly
live in the dark
have a snake tail
are dark or dull

« Positive » symbols
By contrast in the presence of positive symbols, the horizontal plane goes up, the vertical
plane generally remains stable, while the sublayers expand. In summary positive symbols
trigger the vital field to increase. Often these
symbols:
- come from the heights (above Earth or sky)
- are regarded as beautiful
- live in the light
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- have wings
- are white or bright or light colored
Symbolic attributes
That is why we tend to imagine a demonic
creature as black and grimacing, reclusive
(« not shareable »), with a tail of a snake, a
forked tongue and living underground. While
an angel is white, radiating bright colors, with a
beautiful smile (« very shareable »), outspread
wings and living in the clouds. It is important
to understand what image in principle these
entities project.
Symbolic correspondence
The following page includes the symbolic correspondences of the vital field. Depending on
size, up or down, front or rear, there is a cross
reference to the elements listed on the drawing.
The shift of the horizontal plane is also related
to this symbolism. The plane rises above the
navel if the person is in rapport with the symbol
being tested.
On the vertical plane, its shift to the left is
almost always connected to an excess or a
problem with the feminine side. Note that the
left / right symbolism does not depend on gender.
Position or location of the vital field disturbance
These patterns are also related to understanding the symbolisms associated with disruption of the vital field, as they are described in
Chapter 4.
For example, an astral parasite on the back is
linked to a past event that injured a person’s
being (often a back wound for example), tending to hold him/her in regret or guilt buried in
the subconscious.
In the case of an astral cyst located on the
front, there is always a relationship with people
in the immediate circle of the cyst holder and it
prevents them from advancing in life.

Spatio-temporal symbolism of the vital field

ABOVE
the father
the sky
the ideal
the spirit
information
ideas
yang

BACK
the self
the past
regrets
done from behind
to be
the unconscious
yin

FRONT
the others
the future
projects
done openly
to do
the conscious
yang

CENTER
in balance with others
cosmotelluric equilibrium
balance of polarities
the soul
the here and now

BELOW
the mother
Earth
materialization
the body
energy
realization
yin

RIGHT
the masculine side
the father
movement
the left brain
conscious
to give
abstract

LEFT
the feminine side
the mother
inertia
the right brain
unconscious
to receive
concrete
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